How Cryptocurrency Frustration can Change
People’s Lives
The Internet has always been a good teacher. The recent news updates on conversions have
led to fear in the hearts of cryptocurrency holders. The process of investing in bitcoins has
proven to be cumbersome in a few cases. We might wonder about the challenges faced by
these people. Let’s take a moment to know the harsh reality of such incidents.
What happens when you try to invest?
All of us dream of owning the most popular cryptocurrency, Bitcoin. However, trying to find the
best platform could be tiresome. The exchanges try to collect as much information as possible
from the user which is never made use of. When you think everything is set, you receive
notifications stating the need for the papers again. You might think this is an annoying pattern or
trait found amongst exchanges but the truth is harsh. It goes beyond that. Choosing the best
medium is a must. Tradebull came in as a boon for the users who were unsure of choosing a
trustworthy exchange platform.
What is Tradebull?
Tradebull is the first hybrid decentralized exchange market for crypto and ICO tokens. It
provides secure transactions through web wallets and facilitates purchases with bitcoins
anywhere, anytime.
Tradebull as a solution:
Tradebull aims to offer the best services for its users. It allows purchases with bitcoins which will
be recorded in the blockchain. Tradebull is a global cryptocurrency exchange platform which
allows individuals from any part of the world to exchange local currencies/fiat to other
cryptocurrencies.
Features:

●
●
●
●
●

Pool Trading
Community Trading
Coin and Token Vote-in
Crypto Mining
Cold and Secure storage of funds

Tradebull uses the Ethereum Platform to build the functions. The Ethereum exchange wallet will
hold bitcoins and the money, which will be verified and shared with the parties.
Tradebull aims for utmost security for traders and investors. It uses :
●
●

Two-factor authentication method
Records digital signatures of traders and investors

When the other exchanges are making lives harder for the cryptocurrency users, Tradebull
focuses on providing the best. The cryptocurrency frustration is eased with the introduction of
this exchange.

